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Photon helicity in Λb → pKγ decays
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Abstract
Radiative decays of polarized Λb baryons represent an attractive possibility to mea-
sure the helicity of the photon emitted in the b → sγ quark transition and thus
to subject the Standard Model to a stringent test at existing and future hadron
colliders. The most abundant mode, Λ(1116)γ, is experimentally very challenging
because of the long decay length of the Λ(1116). We show that the experimentally
more accessible Λb → pKγ decays proceeding via Λ resonances may be used to
extract the photon helicity for sufficient Λb polarization, if the resonance spin does
not exceed 3/2. A direct comparison of the potential of such resonance decays to
assess the photon polarization at a hadron collider with respect to the decay to
Λ(1116) is given.
Key words: Quark Masses and SM Parameters, B-Physics, Baryon decay
PACS: 11.30.Er, 13.30.-a, 13.88.+e, 14.20.Mr
1 Introduction
The helicity of the photon emitted in the b → sγ quark transition remains
one of the last untested predictions of the Standard Model (SM) in the realm
of B physics [1]. Given the experimental difficulty of directly measuring the
helicity of the emitted photon, several indirect methods for its determination
in B meson decays have been proposed, implying B-B interference [1], pho-
ton conversion to e+e− [2], resonant states in the Kpipi0 final state [3], and
interference with radiative charmonium decays [4]. A particularly attractive
possibility arises from the decay of b-baryons, as first pointed out by Gremm,
Kru¨ger and Sehgal [5], and further elaborated on by Mannel and Recksiegel
[6]. A rather complete study of polarized Λb → Λγ decays in the context of a
high-luminosity Z factory (“Giga-Z”) has been given by Hiller and Kagan [7].
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Despite considerable efforts, the results obtained at the e+e− B factories do not
yet put significant constraints on the photon polarization in b→ sγ [8]. With
the Giga-Z factory relegated to a distant future, but dedicated B experiments
at hadron colliders imminent, it is worth considering the potential of polar-
ized Λb decays at hadron colliders. At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), for
instance, the Λb baryons produced in pp collisions are expected to be polarized
transversally with respect to the production plane, with a polarization possi-
bly as large as 0.2 [9]. This polarization can be measured with an estimated
statistical precision of 0.01 by an angular analysis of the decay Λb → ΛJ/ψ
[10].
An experimental issue arising at hadron colliders is the macroscopic decay
length of the Λ baryon (cτ = 7.89 cm [11]). It typically escapes the innermost
parts of a large detector system without leaving any trace, before weakly de-
caying, predominantly into a nucleon and a pion. This poses a severe problem
to experiments relying on the observation of a decay vertex detached from the
primary vertex to identify events containing b-hadrons [12,13], since neither
the photon nor the Λ baryon from the Λb → Λγ decay produce a suitable
signature. A possible way around this problem is afforded by considering ra-
diative Λb decays to Λ resonances above the nucleon-kaon (NK) threshold,
such as Λ(1520) or Λ(1670). With their prompt decay into pK− these reso-
nances trace back the decay of the Λb, thus rendering it more accessible to the
online and offline event selection.
The purpose of this Letter is to investigate the potential of Λb → Λ(X)γ
decays (X = 1520, 1670, 1690, . . . ) for assessing the photon polarization in
the b → sγ transition at hadron colliders, in particular in comparison to
Λb → Λ(1116)γ.
2 Photon polarization parameters
Decays of the type Λb → Λγ are mediated by the quark transition b → sγ.
Long distance contributions, arising from W or intermediate meson exchange,
have been found to be negligible [6]. In the usual framework of an effective
Hamiltonian, the relevant operators contributing at leading order (LO) in αs
are the electromagnetic dipole operators O7
(′) = (emb)/(16pi
2)sσµνR(L)bF
µν ,
responsible for the emission of a left- or right-handed photon, respectively:
Heff = −4GF√
2
V ∗tsVtb(C7O7 + C
′
7O
′
7), (1)
with GF the Fermi constant and C7
(′) the Wilson coefficient of the local op-
erator O7
(′); Vtb and Vts are the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
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elements. In the operator definition e is the electric charge, mb the mass of
the b-quark, F µν the electromagnetic field tensor and σµν =
i
2
(γµγν − γνγµ).
R = (1 + γ5)/2 and L = (1− γ5)/2 are the right- and left-handed projectors,
respectively. Thus in leading order, the occurrence of right-handed photons is
given by the ratio of Wilson coefficients, r = C ′7/C7. In the SM, r = ms/mb
by virtue of the chirality of the W exchanged in the decay loop [1]. Various
scenarios beyond the SM such as left-right symmetric models predict new con-
tributions to C ′7 and therefore larger values for r. Hence the strong interest in
constraining r experimentally.
From the experimental point of view, the observable of interest is the photon
asymmetry
αγ =
P (γL)− P (γR)
P (γL) + P (γR)
, (2)
where P (γL(R)) represents the probability of producing a left-(right-)handed
photon in the decay. In the leading-order limit, where only O7 and O
′
7 con-
tribute, αγ is related to r by
αLOγ =
1− |r|2
1 + |r|2 . (3)
Recently, however, it was shown that gluon bremsstrahlung contributions to
the matrix elements of operators other than O7 and O
′
7 can give significant
contributions to αγ , such that an experimental determination of that asym-
metry would only yield an effective ratio, reff [14]. In the following, we will set
reff ≡ r to simplify our notation, but keep in mind that the relation between
αγ and r may be more complicated. Furthermore, we assume that r is the
same for Λb and Λb decays, i.e., we do not consider CP violating effects.
3 Properties of Λ resonances
In Table 1 we list the properties of the better known Λ(X) resonances, many
of which can only be crudely estimated at this time, based on data compiled
by the Particle Data Group [11]. The Table also lists our estimates for the
branching fractions for the decays Λb → Λ(X)γ, which are based on the kine-
matic suppression due to the larger mass of the higher resonances given by
the factor (1−m2Λ/m2Λb)3 [7]. They do not take into account differences in the
form factors, nor a possible spin-dependence of the decay probability, both to
be determined by experiment. Judging from recent data on B → K∗γ decays
[15] and from dedicated form factor studies on semi-leptonic B and Bs meson
decays [16], we may expect these estimates to be correct up to a factor of
2–3 only. To evaluate the Λ(X) → pK decay probabilities we use the rough
B(Λ(X)→ NK) estimates given in the Table and assume equal probabilities
3
for decays to pK− and nK0 from isospin coupling, thereby neglecting possible
suppression effects from angular momentum barriers.
Table 1
Table of Λ resonances decaying to pK that are established with at least a fair degree
of certainty. The listed widths Γ and branching fractions Btot are those used to
produce Fig. 1. In the Table, BNK ≡ B(Λ(X) → NK), BΛ(X)γ ≡ B(Λb → Λ(X)γ),
and Btot ≡ B(Λb → Λ(X)γ → pKγ). The values for BNK are estimates based on
data compiled in Ref. [11], whereas the BΛ(X)γ are our estimates derived from simple
kinematic suppression (see text).
Λ(X) LI·2J Γ BNK BΛ(X)γ Btot
(MeV) (%) (10−5) (10−5)
Λ(1520) D03 15.6 45 5.84 1.31
Λ(1600) P01 150 22 5.69 0.65
Λ(1670) S01 35 25 5.56 0.69
Λ(1690) D03 60 25 5.52 0.69
Λ(1800) S01 300 32 5.30 0.84
Λ(1810) P01 150 35 5.28 0.92
Λ(1820) F05 80 60 5.26 1.57
Λ(1830) D05 95 6 5.24 0.15
Λ(1890) P03 100 22 5.12 0.56
Λ(2100) G07 200 30 4.67 0.70
Λ(2110) F05 200 15 4.65 0.34
Λ(2350) H09 150 12 4.12 0.28
Figure 1 illustrates the pK effective mass spectrum resulting from our simpli-
fying assumptions. While the true spectrum, to be measured experimentally,
may look different in detail, it is still useful to have a general overview of the
Λ(X) resonance properties, which allows us to identify the most promising
decay modes. The mass spectrum is likely to feature the three rather distinct
peaks visible in Fig. 1. The first and most prominent of these peaks is due to
the well-established Λ(1520). Since this resonance has spin 3/2, the extraction
of αγ, and thus r, via angular decay distributions is not straight-forward. We
will see in Sec. 4.2 that it is possible under certain conditions. The second
peak is made up of the Λ(1670) (spin 1/2) and Λ(1690) (spin 3/2) resonances.
It may be assumed that the different angular decay distributions allow for the
disentanglement of the two resonances, so that αγ can be extracted from a
combined fit applied to events in that region. A possible third peak is proba-
bly dominated by the Λ(1820). Since this resonance has spin 5/2, we do not
consider it useful for the determination of the photon polarization.
4
4 Decay angular distributions for radiative Λb decays
In the helicity formalism [17], we may write down the decay amplitude for the
general case of the decay Λb → Λγ → phγ (h = K, pi) as
A =
∑
λΛ
DJΛ∗λΛ,λp(φp, θp,−φp)DJ∗M,λΛ−λγ (φΛ, θΛ,−φΛ)CλΛ,λγEλp , (4)
where λi (Ji) is the helicity (spin) of particle i, J and M refer to the Λb spin
and its projection along the (arbitrary) quantization axis, respectively; the
polar and azimuthal angles θΛ and φΛ, defined in the Λb rest frame, give the
direction of the Λ momentum relative to the quantization axis; the angles θp
and φp, defined in the Λ rest frame, give the direction of the proton momentum
relative to the Λ flight direction. The quantities C and E parameterize the
intrinsic helicity amplitudes for the decays Λb → Λγ and Λ→ ph, respectively.
If parity is conserved (i.e., in strong decays to pK), |Eλp| = |E−λp|.
The decay probability is obtained by squaring the amplitude and summing
over the final state helicities, which are not measured by the experiment,
w =
∑
M,λγ ,λp
ρMM |A|2, (5)
where the polarization density matrix ρ takes account of the Λb polarization
with respect to the quantization axis. Since we do not consider correlations
between the production and decay mechanisms, the non-diagonal elements of
ρ average out to zero [18] whereas the diagonal elements are characterized
]2M(pK) [MeV/c
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Fig. 1. Approximate pK effective (“invariant”) mass spectrum from Λb → pKγ
decays, as obtained with the values in Table 1 by adding up simple non-relativis-
tic Breit-Wigner forms. A possible non-resonant contribution is neglected, as are
interference effects between the various resonances.
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by ρ 1
2
, 1
2
+ ρ− 1
2
,− 1
2
= Tr ρ = 1 and the Λb polarization PΛb = ρ 1
2
, 1
2
− ρ− 1
2
,− 1
2
.
The explicit form of the decay probability w then depends on the spin of the
intermediate Λ. We separately treat the cases JΛ = 1/2 and JΛ = 3/2.
4.1 The case JΛ =
1
2
Angular distributions for the spin-1/2 case have been given in Ref. [7]. We re-
derive them here as a warm-up, and to introduce our notation. For JΛ = 1/2
we have only two allowed helicity combinations which we may identify by the
total helicity λ ≡ λΛ − λγ = ±1/2, with corresponding amplitudes Cλ. The
decay amplitude (4) becomes
A =
∑
λ
D
1
2
∗
λΛ,λp
(φp, θp,−φp)D
1
2
∗
M,λ(φΛ, θΛ,−φΛ)CλEλp , (6)
therefore (dropping the argument angles for better readability)
|A|2 =∑
λ
|D
1
2
λΛ,λp
|2|D
1
2
M,λ|2|Cλ|2|Eλp |2,
and the decay probability (5) becomes
w 1
2
=
∑
λp,λ
|Cλ|2|Eλp|2|D
1
2
λΛ,λp
|2
[
ρ 1
2
, 1
2
|D
1
2
1
2
,λ
|2 + ρ− 1
2
,− 1
2
|D
1
2
− 1
2
,λ
|2
]
.
Inserting Djm,m′(α, β, γ) = e
iαm′djm,m′(β)e
−iγm and explicit expressions for the
d-functions it is a matter of straight-forward algebra to obtain
w 1
2
∝ 1− αp, 1
2
PΛb cos θp cos θΛ − αγ, 1
2
(αp, 1
2
cos θp − PΛb cos θΛ), (7)
where we have defined, in addition to the Λb polarization PΛb, the photon
asymmetry
αγ, 1
2
=
|C 1
2
|2 − |C− 1
2
|2
|C 1
2
|2 + |C− 1
2
|2 (8)
and the proton asymmetry
αp, 1
2
=
|E 1
2
|2 − |E− 1
2
|2
|E 1
2
|2 + |E− 1
2
|2 . (9)
Clearly, αp, 1
2
= 0 for Λ(X) → pK due to parity conservation, but αp, 1
2
=
0.642± 0.013 for Λ(1116)→ ppi [11]. Integration over the solid angle elements
dΩp and dΩγ finally yields the well-known angular distributions
dΓ
d cos θγ
∝ 1− αγ, 1
2
PΛb cos θγ , (10)
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where cos θγ = − cos θΛ, and
dΓ
d cos θp
∝ 1− αγ, 1
2
αp, 1
2
cos θp. (11)
These distributions show that, if the Λb polarization is known, Λb → Λ(1116)γ
decays afford two independent ways to assess the polarization of the emitted
photon, as pointed out in Ref. [7], whereas for decays to spin-1/2 Λ resonances
only the photon distribution is useful in that respect. Indeed, comparing (8)
with (2) we identify
αγ = αγ, 1
2
, (12)
i.e., r can be extracted directly from the angular distributions. We note that
in a real experiment, possible selection bias effects in the photon angular
distribution can easily be corrected for by applying the same selection to the
abundant channel B → K∗γ → Kpiγ, which has a very similar topology but
no intrinsic photon asymmetry.
4.2 The case JΛ =
3
2
In the spin-3/2 case, the number of allowed helicity combinations increases
to four, defined by λΛ = ±3/2 (with λγ = ±1, λ = ±1/2) and λΛ = ±1/2
(λγ = ±1, λ = ∓1/2) and governed by corresponding helicity amplitudes
CλΛ,λγ . In this case the decay amplitude (4) becomes:
A =
∑
λΛ
D
3
2
∗
λΛ,λp
(φp, θp,−φp)D
1
2
∗
M,λΛ−λγ
(φΛ, θΛ,−φΛ)CλΛ,λγEλp (13)
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Proceeding analogously to the spin-1/2 case we obtain for the squared ampli-
tude
|A|2 ∝ ∑
λΛ,λ
′
Λ
d
3
2
λΛ,λp
(θp)d
3
2
λ′
Λ
,λp
(θp)d
1
2
M,λΛ−λγ
(θΛ)d
1
2
M,λ′
Λ
−λγ
(θΛ)
× ei(φΛ+φp)(λ′Λ−λΛ)CλΛ,λγC∗λ′
Λ
,λγ
= |C 3
2
,1|2|d
3
2
3
2
,λp
(θp)d
1
2
M, 1
2
(θΛ)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
|A1|2
+ |C− 3
2
,−1|2|d
3
2
− 3
2
,λp
(θp)d
1
2
M,− 1
2
(θΛ)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
|A2|2
+ |C 1
2
,1|2|d
3
2
1
2
,λp
(θp)d
1
2
M,− 1
2
(θΛ)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
|A3|2
+ |C− 1
2
,−1|2|d
3
2
− 1
2
,λp
(θp)d
1
2
M, 1
2
(θΛ)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
|A4|2
+ 2 Re{C∗3
2
,1C 1
2
,1e
i(φΛ+φp)}d
3
2
3
2
,λp
(θp)d
1
2
M, 1
2
(θΛ)d
3
2
1
2
,λp
(θp)d
1
2
M,− 1
2
(θΛ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|A5|2
+ 2 Re{C∗− 3
2
,−1C− 1
2
,−1e
−i(φΛ+φp)}d
3
2
− 3
2
,λp
(θp)d
1
2
M,− 1
2
(θΛ)d
3
2
− 1
2
,λp
(θp)d
1
2
M, 1
2
(θΛ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|A6|2
,
where we have dropped the overall factor |Eλp|2, which is constant due to
parity conservation. For the decay probability (5) we then have
w 3
2
=
6∑
i=1
∑
M,λΛ,λp
ρMM |Ai|2 =
6∑
i=1
wi (14)
with
w1 =
3
8
|C 3
2
,1|2 sin2 θp (1 + PΛb cos θΛ);
w2 =
3
8
|C− 3
2
,−1|2 sin2 θp (1− PΛb cos θΛ);
w3 =
1
8
|C 1
2
,1|2 (3 cos2 θp + 1) (1− PΛb cos θΛ);
w4 =
1
8
|C− 1
2
,−1|2 (3 cos2 θp + 1) (1 + PΛb cos θΛ);
w5 =
√
3
2
Re{C∗3
2
,1C 1
2
,1e
i(φΛ+φp)} cos θp sin θp sin θΛ;
w6 =
√
3
2
Re{C∗− 3
2
,1C− 1
2
,1e
−i(φΛ+φp)} cos θp sin θp sin θΛ.
Again we integrate over the appropriate solid angle elements and get
dΓ
d cos θγ
∝ 1− αγ, 3
2
PΛb cos θγ , (15)
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where now the photon asymmetry parameter is defined as
αγ, 3
2
=
λΛ−λγ=1/2︷ ︸︸ ︷
|C 3
2
,1|2 + |C− 1
2
,−1|2−
λΛ−λγ=−1/2︷ ︸︸ ︷
|C− 3
2
,−1|2 − |C 1
2
,1|2
|C 3
2
,1|2 + |C− 1
2
,−1|2 + |C− 3
2
,−1|2 + |C 1
2
,1|2
, (16)
i.e., it describes the asymmetry of the Λb spin projection with respect to the
photon momentum. It is obvious from (16) that the extraction of αγ , and
therefore the photon polarization in the fundamental b → sγ process, from
αγ, 3
2
is only possible if we know the relative strengths of the m = 1/2 and
m = 3/2 amplitudes. The parameter η, defined as
η =
|C 3
2
,1|2
|C 1
2
,1|2
=
|C− 3
2
,−1|2
|C− 1
2
,−1|2
(17)
(where the second equals sign is justified by parity conservation in the ha-
dronization process), allows us to relate αγ, 3
2
and αγ in a simple way:
αγ, 3
2
=
1− η
1 + η
αγ (18)
We can determine η experimentally from the proton angular distribution. In-
deed, integration of Eq. (14) over θΛ yields
dΓ
d cos θp
∝ 1− αp, 3
2
cos2 θp, (19)
with the proton asymmetry parameter
αp, 3
2
=
|λΛ|=3/2︷ ︸︸ ︷
|C 3
2
,1|2 + |C− 3
2
,−1|2−
|λΛ|=1/2︷ ︸︸ ︷
|C 1
2
,1|2 − |C− 1
2
,−1|2
|C 3
2
,1|2 + |C− 3
2
,−1|2 + 13(|C− 12 ,−1|2 + |C 12 ,1|2)
=
η − 1
η + 1
3
. (20)
The proton polar angle distribution is symmetric around cos θp = 0, as ex-
pected for a strong decay, but it still allows us to extract a value for η. The
determination of αγ from a combined measurement of photon and proton an-
gular distributions is then possible according to
αγ =
1
2
αγ, 3
2

1− 3
αp, 3
2

 , (21)
if η is sufficiently far away from 1 (equal probability form = 1/2 andm = 3/2).
For η ≪ 1 the m = 1/2 amplitude dominates, αp,3/2 ≃ −3, and αγ, 3
2
≃ αγ .
In the case where the m = 3/2 amplitude dominates (η ≫ 1) αp, 3
2
≃ 1 and
αγ, 3
2
≃ −αγ .
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5 Experimental prospects for a photon polarization measurement
in Λb → pKγ
We now compare the experimental prospects for a measurement of the photon
polarization (parameter |r|) in Λb → Λ(X)γ → pKγ decays to those in Λb →
Λ(1116)γ → ppiγ decays at a hadron collider. For the Λb polarization we will
assume a mean value [9] and experimental error [10] of PΛb = 0.20± 0.01. For
the sake of a concrete estimate of the sensitivity in |r| we fix the number of
fully reconstructed Λb → Λ(1520)→ pKγ to 104 and scale the event yields for
the other resonance channels according to their branching fractions. We note
that this number is arbitrary but realistic. Indeed, the LHCb collaboration for
example expects an annual yield of 35 000 events containing the topologically
very similar decay B → K∗γ → Kpiγ [19]. Factoring in the relevant production
rates and branching fractions, but assuming equal reconstruction efficiencies,
we find that it would take LHCb a little more than three years to collect 104
Λb → Λ(1520)→ pKγ decays.
Clearly, the total reconstruction efficiency, including trigger, for Λb → Λ(1116)γ
→ ppiγ decays will be significantly lower than that for Λb → Λ(X)γ → pKγ
decays. Since it is hard to predict the experimental difficulties at this time,
we not only consider a default scenario where the reconstruction efficiency is
ten times worse with respect to Λb → Λ(1520)γ → pKγ, but also a best (very
optimistic) and a worst (very pessimistic) scenario in which the reconstruction
efficiency is assumed to be equal and a hundred times worse, respectively.
In Fig. 2 we show the expected experimental (statistical only) reach for the pa-
rameter |r| at a hadron collider, as obtained under the above assumptions and
with the error evaluation described in Appendix A. In the top plot the reach is
shown separately for the three resonances Λ(1520), Λ(1670), and Λ(1690). The
sensitivity curves are compared with the reach obtained using the Λ(1116),
where both the photon and the proton asymmetry contribute to the measure-
ment, in the three scenarios of different reconstruction efficiency. Note that for
the spin-3/2 Λ resonances, the expected reach is a function of the parameter
αp, 3
2
, to be determined by the experiment. The bottom plot in Fig. 2 illustrates
the experimental reach for various plausible combinations of measurements in
the Λ(1116) default scenario:
• the case where only Λ(1520), Λ(1670) and Λ(1690) are available (Λ(1116)
cannot be reconstructed),
• the case where only Λ(1116) and Λ(1520) contribute (Λ(1670) and Λ(1690)
cannot be disentangled), and
• the case where all four Λ states enter the determination of |r|.
We see that in the case of the Λ(1116) the availability of both the photon
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(10) and the proton asymmetry (11) for determining |r| largely compensates
even for large losses in statistics due to reconstruction problems. Under our
default assumptions, decays to Λ(1116) will allow a typical hadron collider
experiment to probe |r| down to 0.21, whereas the decays to Λ resonances can
only give constraints to about 0.33. A combination of measurements of the
three Λ resonances Λ(1520), Λ(1670) and Λ(1690) can probe down to 0.27 in
the most favourable case.
Since our current estimate for the Λb polarization at a hadron collider may
well be off by a large factor, it is worth examining the dependence of the
relative error of |r| on PΛb. To illustrate the effect of the Λb polarization on
the statistical reach in |r|, we show in Fig. 3 for Λb → Λ(1670)γ and Λb →
Λ(1116)γ (default reconstruction scenario) the relative statistical error on (1−
αγ) (cf. Appendix A) as a function of |r| for the three cases PΛb = 0.1, 0.2 and
0.5. As expected, in the case of the decay to a Λ resonance the measurement of
|r| is much less robust against small values of the Λb polarization than in the
case of the Λ(1116), where the proton asymmetry allows for a measurement
of |r| even if the Λb is not polarized at all.
Another concern arises from systematic errors in the measurement of the pho-
ton and proton asymmetries. Similar to the reconstruction efficiency, these
uncertainties depend on the specific experimental setup and cannot be esti-
mated in a general way. Nevertheless, given the cancellation of a large class of
experimental effects in asymmetry measurements, we may assume that these
errors will not exceed the few-percent level for the parameter αγ . For the sake
of illustration, we plot in Fig. 4 the expected total relative error on (1−αγ) as
a function of |r| in the presence of a systematic error on αγ of 0%, 5%, and 10%
for the Λ(1670) example. To explore the ultimate sensitivity we show the same
curves for infinite statistics. We see that even in the case of vanishing statis-
tical and (internal) systematic errors, the sensitivity would still be limited to
about |r| > 0.25. In the case of the Λ(1116) we find a sensitivity limit of about
0.15. These limits are a consequence of our assumptions on the uncertainties
of the Λb production polarization and the Λ weak decay parameter.
It is interesting to compare the experimental reach for |r| at a hadron collider
with prospects at the B factories. The only method applied so far at the B
factories is the one relying on B-B interference [1], where the CP-violation
parameter S [20] has been measured for the decay B0 → K0Spi0γ. The ampli-
tude ratio |r| may be extracted from SK0
S
pi0γ according to SK0
S
pi0γ = 2|r| sin 2β
[1], where sin 2β is the by now well known CKM parameter describing the
B-B mixing phase. (Note that this method has a linear sensitivity in |r|
11
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Fig. 2. Experimental reach for |r| (as a function of αp, 3
2
for decays involving a
spin-3/2 Λ(X)). The plots show the values of |r| that can be probed at 3σ (stan-
dard deviation) significance in single (top) and combined (bottom) measurements,
at a hadron collider experiment capable of collecting 104 Λb → Λ(1520)γ → pKγ
decays. The ranges are to be read from left to right starting from the curves. The
three ranges for the Λ(1116) in the top plot correspond to the best, default and worst
reconstruction scenarios (see text). The bottom plot is based on the default recon-
struction scenario and on the assumption of equal αp,3/2 for Λ(1520) and Λ(1690).
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Fig. 3. Expected relative statistical error on (1−αγ) as a function of |r| at a hadron
collider experiment for the decays Λb → Λ(1670)γ (left) and Λb → Λ(1116)γ (right).
The three curves represent different assumptions for the Λb polarization PΛb : 0.1
(solid), 0.2 (dashed) and 0.5 (dotted). For Λb → Λ(1115)γ the default reconstruction
scenario is assumed (see text). Event yields are as in Fig. 2.
as opposed to the |r|2 dependence of αγ, the principal observable in radia-
tive Λb decays). The most recent measurement of SK0
S
pi0γ has been presented
by the Belle Collaboration [21]. Based on 5.35 ×108 BB pairs, Belle finds
SK0
S
pi0γ = −0.10 ± 0.31± 0.07, where the first error is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the latest world average sin 2β = 0.674± 0.026 [22],
the error on S translates to an error on |r| of σ|r| = 0.23; in other words: |r|
would have to be as large as 0.7 for the observation of a right-handed compo-
nent at the 3σ level at today’s B factories. Recent assessments of the physics
potential of a next-generation B factory find uncertainties on SK0
S
pi0γ of 0.1 and
0.03 for integrated luminosities of 5 and 50 ab−1, respectively [23]. This would
correspond to 3σ reaches of |r| > 0.22 and |r| > 0.07, respectively, which may
in principle be compared to the curves in Fig. 2. One should, however, keep
in mind that the curves in Fig. 2 do not contain effects from detector-related
systematic errors, which could substantially limit the sensitivity at hadron
colliders (Fig. 4).
6 Conclusion
To summarize, radiative Λb decays to Λ resonances above the nucleon-kaon
threshold provide an interesting alternative to the experimentally challeng-
ing decay Λb → Λ(1116)γ for assessing the photon polarization in the quark
transition b→ sγ at hadron colliders. The principal unknown for spin-3/2 res-
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Fig. 4. Expected relative total error on (1 − αγ) as a function of |r| at a hadron
collider experiment for the decay Λb → Λ(1670)γ. The three curves represent dif-
ferent assumptions for the detector-related systematic relative error σα,syst on the
measurement of the photon asymmetry αγ : 0% (solid), 5% (dashed), and 10% (dot-
ted). Event yields are as in Fig. 2 (left plot), and corresponding to infinite statistics
(right plot).
onances such as Λ(1520) and Λ(1690), the repartition ofm = 1/2 andm = 3/2
amplitudes, can be extracted directly from experiment.
We have studied the experimental prospects for constraining the presence of
anomalous right-handed currents in the b → sγ transition, parameterized by
the ratio of Wilson coefficients r = C ′7/C7, in the context of a generic hadron
collider experiment. Our comparison between the decays Λb → Λ(1116)γ →
ppiγ and Λb → Λ(X)γ → pKγ shows that although the decay to Λ(1116)
offers by far the best sensitivity thanks to the simultaneous contributions
from photon and proton asymmetries, a combined analysis of decays to Λ
resonances is capable of recovering a large fraction of the discovery range in
|r| in the case where the Λ is not detectable due to its escape of the inner
detector system.
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A Statistical error estimation
In the linear approximation, the relative statistical error on |r| is given by
σ|r| =
1
|r|
σαγ
(1 + αγ)2
. (A.1)
We note, however, that the application of this formula can give misleading
results when evaluating the sensitivity of an experiment to new physics. In our
case new physics means |r| > 0 or αγ < 1. Since only αγ is the experimental
observable, an experiment will have established new physics at the 3σ level if
it finds (1− αγ)/σαγ > 3. Evaluating the corresponding sensitivity for |r| > 0
with Eq. (A.1) (and Eq. (3)) would result in
|r|
σ|r|
= (1 + αγ)
1− αγ
σαγ
,
a value that is too large by a factor of typically almost two! 2 We therefore
only use (1− αγ)/σαγ to estimate sensitivities. 3
In the case of spin-1/2 Λ baryons (Sec. 4.1), αγ will be extracted from a fit
to a distribution of the type 1 − sγ cos θ (Eqs. 10 and 11), i.e., αγ = sγ/a,
where a is either the Λb polarization PΛb or the weak decay parameter αp, 1
2
.
The statistical error on αγ is therefore
σαγ =
1
a
√
α2γσ
2
a + σ
2
sγ .
For the statistical error on the slope sγ expected for a fit to N events we use
the empirical formula
σsγ = 1.752
√
1− 0.71 · s2γ
N
obtained with a fast simulation tool [24].
Similarly, the extraction of αγ from spin-3/2 Λ baryon decays (Sec. 4.2) pro-
ceeds via (cf. Eq. (21))
αγ =
sγ
2PΛb

1− 3
αp, 3
2


2 We thank Yuehong Xie for bringing this point to our attention.
3 The reader should be advised that the sensitivity estimates presented in Ref. [7]
are based on Eq. (A.1) and therefore suffer from the same problem.
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with statistical error
σαγ =
√√√√√α2γ

σ2sγ
s2γ
+
σ2PΛb
P 2Λb

+ 9
4
s2γ
P 2Λb
σ2α
p, 3
2
α4
p, 3
2
,
and the statistical error on the proton asymmetry parameter from N events
is approximated by another empirical formula obtained from simulation,
σα
p, 3
2
=
3.48− 3.16 · αp, 3
2√
N
.
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